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0 6030H~3a4~~ 6e3MaCCOBOH cn~HOPHOH 3neKTPOA~HaM~K~ 

npeAno*eH MeTOA nocTpoeH~~ noneH, KOTop~e npeo6pa3y~Tc~ 

no n~HeHHOMy np~ACTaeneH~~ HeKoTopoH rpynn~ n~. ~3 noneH, 
npeo6pa3y~~~xc~ Hen~HeHHO noA AeHCTB~eM TOH *e caMOH rpynn~. 
3TOT MeTOA np~MeH~eTc~ An~ nocTpoeH~R cn~HopHoro non~ c no
MO~b~ aHT~C~MMeTp~4ecKoro TeH30pHoro nonR. AaHHaR "6o3oH~3a-
4~~" cn~HopHoro non~ ~cnonb3yeTCR An~ nepect>opMyn~poeK~ ypae
HeH~H 6e3MaCCOBOH cn~HOPHOH 3neKTPOA~HaM~K~ B TepM~Hax Hen~
HeHHbiX TeH30PHbiX noneH. np~ 3TOM OKa3~BaeTCR, 4TO ypaBHeH~e 
A~paKa CBOA~Tc~ K onpeAeneH~~ 3neKTpoMarH~THoro eeKTop-noTeH 
4~ana B TepM~Hax Hen~HeHH~x TeH30PH~x noneH ~ K ycnoe~~ co
xpaHeH~R TOKa cn~HOPH~x noneH. 3To ycnoe~e o6ecne4~BaeT ca
Mocornaco&aHHOCTb AaHHOH Teop~~. 

Pa6oTa BblnOnHeHa B na6opaTop~~ TeopeT~4eCKOH ct>~3~K~ 

OI-HH1. 

Coo6meHHe 06bellHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa SlllepHbiX HCCnellOBSHHA, ,ay6Ha 1979 

Mikhov S.G., Stoyanov D.Ts. E2 - 12865 
On the Bosonization of the Massless Spinor 

Electrodynamics 

A method for constructing a field transformed according 
to a 1 inear representation of a Lie group out of fields tran 
sformed nonlinearly under the same group is proposed. This 
procedure is used in order to construct spinor fields out of 
tensor ones. Such a ''bosonizatio~' of the spinor field is 
used to reformulate the massless spinor electrodynamics in 
terms of nonlinear tensor fields. It appears in this formu
lation that the Dirac equation is reduced to a definition of 
the electromagnetic vector potential in terms of the nonli
near tensor fields a~d to the current conservation playing 
the role of a consistency condition for this formulation. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is generally accepted that one can construct tensor 
fields out of spinor ones, but not on the contrary. The ori
gin of this statement lies on the fact111 that one is usually 
restricted to deal with linear irreducible representations 
of the Lorentz group, and the tensor product of integer spin 
representations of this kind does not contain half integer 
spin representations. However, the two-dimensional models 
give counter example 1 1·2·31. The latter are remarkable for 
the fact that the tensor fields, in terms of which one can 
reproduce the spinor field, are not homogeneous representa
tions of the Lorentz group. Some recent works of Luther 
et al.141 give rise to hopes that in the realistic four-dimen
sional case the construction of spinors out of tensors can 
prove to be useful too. In the present paper we propose a 
correct mathematical formulation for such a construction 
and use it to reformulate the classical equations of the 
massless spinor electrodynamics. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE BOSONIZATION ANSATZ 

Let G be an N-parametric Lie group and gi, i=1,2, ... ,N 
are the parameters of the group element g E G in a given 
parametrization. The space Z of the parameters of the group 
G is simple homogeneous under the action of the left regu
lar representation of the group, so that it induces a cer
tain representation in Z . The latter is written in the form 

Z~= Fi (gk; ze ), Z 'i, Ze E Z, (2. 1) 

where Fi is the group composition law in the group G . As 
it is well known l f>,6 / formula (2 .1) introduces a nonlinear 
realization of the group G . 
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On the other hand, let U(g) be a linear representation of 
the group a acting in a M-dimensional space H M 

h a = U ab (g) h b • (2.2) 

where h a are the coordinates of a given element h E- H M . 
Consider now z i = z 1 (x) , i ~ 1, ... , N be an N -component 

field defined over a space M (x = !x IL lE M), where a linear 
representation A/ (g) of the group a is acting. Under the 
action of the group a the fields z 1 transform according to 

z : (x) = F . [ g k ; z o (I\ v ( g -l ) x ) ). 
I I L J.l. V 

(2. 3) 

where F i ( g, z) is the function ( 2. 1) • We then introduce 
the field 

o/a (x) = uab(zi (x))ub. (2.4) 

where ub ,b=1, ... ,M are M numbers while Uab(z i)is the matrix 
determined by eq. (2.2) in which the group parameters are 
replaced by the field z 1 (x) . We suppose that under the 
action of the group a , the transformed field ifi; (x) should 
be written in the same form (2.4) by means of the transfor
med fields · z '1 (x) 

ifi ~ (x) = U ab ( zj (x)) u b. ( 2. 5) 

Here in fact it must be stressed that ub are supposed to ~e 
scalars under the action of the group a . Now one can easily 
see that with the- assumption (2.5) for the transformed ifi; (~ 
the form of the field ifia(x) is transformed according to the 
linear representation (2.2). The following sequence of equa
tions 

ifi ~ (x) = U ab (z k) u b = U ab ( F (g , z )) u b = 
(2.6) 

= Uab(g)U bc{zk)Uc= U ab(g)o/b(x') 

proves this statement. 
Now we are ready to formulate the bosonization ansatz. 

For the purpose we fix the group a to be the Lorentz group, 
and denote by a J.I.V its parameters while by V pf3( a fLV) we de
note the spinor represen-tation of the given group. Then ac
cording to our previous statement, the field 
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lji p (X)= Vpf3(a fLV(X)) a fLtl"- a VfL (2. 7) 

is a spinor field. According to formula (2.7) we can consi
der the nonlinear field afLV(x) instead of the spinor 
field o/p (x) • Under transformations belonging to the Lorentz 
group, the fields aiL)x) transform as follows 

a~)x) = FfLV (g;afLV (A/ (g-
1
)x p ). , (2.8) 

where the function F fLV ( g pa ; a 1.r ) is the group composi-
tion law of the Lorentz group and 1\.AP(~ is the vector repre
sentation of the same group. We shall call formula (2.7) 
bosonization of the spinor field. 

Now we shall use the ansatz (2.7) in order to formulate 
the Dirac equation for a massless spinor field interacting 
with an electromagnetic vector potential in terms of the 
nonlinear tensor field aJ.I.v(x). As is well known for ~he 
massless case the y 5 -invariance implies that the original 
equation is decomposed onto the following two equations 

ila o/+(x)=e/ A (x)ifi +(x) (2.9) 
J.l. - J.l. -

(We choose the metric to be giLJ.I. =( +. ---)) , where the qu
antities ifi + (x) are defined by 

-P 

ifi± p ( x) = ~ ( 1 ± i y 
5
)pf3 ifi f3(x) = P±p f3 o/{3 (x); (y 5)2 =-1 (2 .10) 

As is well known the Lorentz group has two irreducible unequi
valent representations with spin 1/2. The fields o/+(x) and 
o/_(x) distinguish between these two representations. Each 
of these two fields can be expressed in terms of the nonlinear 
tensor fields a ~v (x) and a ;v(x) , respectively, according 
to (2. 7). Now we shall substitute eq. (2. 7) for ifi±e(x) into 
eq. (2.9). For the analysis of the L.H.S. of eq. (2.9) we 
use the first differential equation of Lie, namely 

. + 
aV~f3 i J.I. V +aA + 

+ =-2 s UA (a±)(l.- ) v-{3 . (2.11) 
aa- PY Y 

J.I.V 
where (l.±aA)py are the generators of the irreducible spinor 
representations of the Lorentz group and siL~A are the 
structure functions of the group. It is well known that they 
are real and do not depend on the representation. 
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In order to go further we must calculate the quantity 

(yf.L ~ ±pr )a>. . For the purpose we first write the gene-

rators (~ ±pr )a>. in the following convenient form 

+pr or 
(~- ) \ = (D' p+ ) \ . 

al\ - al\ (2. 12) 

Then it is easy to see that 
11 +pr +pr· 118 

( r ~- ) = 2 i n- . r ( p ) 
y a>. y8 ± a>. ' (2. 13) 

where 

±f.LV 1 f.L 1/ 1/ f.LV n , =-1(8 ,8 _af.L 8 ,)+if , 1. 
1\p 4 1\ p p 1\ - 1\ p 

0123 
( =-€0123 ~ 1. 

(2. 14) 

One 
the 

+ 
can easily see that n- are the projection matrices in 
space of antisymmetric tensors, that is 

+ -n-n+,.o 

+ -n +ll =I 

+ + + n- n- = n-. 

f.LV 1 f.LV f.LJ/ 
I >.p = 2 (8 >. 8 p - 8 p 8 >. ). 

+ 

(2.15) 

( 2. 16) 

On can see that the matrices ll- satisfy in addition the 
following duality condition. 

1 f.LV ±af3 1 af3 ±f.LV _ 
0 

±f.Lv 
2 ( af3 ll >.p = 2 ( >.p ll af3 = + 1 ll >.p o (2 .17) 

So that the c o rresponding projections have the same duality 
properties. 

We will produce the calculations for sign 11 + 11 only, since 
they are analogous for sign 11

-
11

• So in view of eqs. (2.11) 
and (2.13) we have for the L.H.S. of eq. (2.9) 

- i (if a+ )Sv>. (a+)ll +pa r 1/J (x)o 
2 vA pa f.LT y + 

If one takes into account the following identity for the 
matrices 

f.LJ/ P n ±f.Lv >.p 
a ±= Apa (2.18) 

one can see that it implies the following identity for the 
structure functions 
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+f.LV af3 f.LV +af3 
ll af3 S >.p = S af3 ll Ap (2 .19) 

Equation (2.19) gives the possibility for the following de
finition 

f.LV +f.LV af3 
T Ap = 2 ll af3 S >.p (2.20) 

So that if we introduce the selfdual quantities 

w+ =2il+ Ap + 
f.LV f.LV aAp i *w + ~ w + , 

f.LJ/ f.LV (2. 21) 

where 
* + - 1 >.p + 

w f.LV = 2 ( f.LV w >.p (2. 22) 

We obtain finally 

i v + >.p f.L 
1-;r(a w >.p)T Vf.L +eAf.LI(y 1/I+ )a==O. (2. 23) 

And therefore we can write down 

i V+ Ap 
eAf.L=- 4 (a w>.p)T vf.L (2 .24) 

Now, however, we have a problem, the electromagnetic poten
tial is a real function, while the R.H.S. of (2.24) is, ge
nerally speaking, a complex quantity. So that in fact eq. 
(2.24) is decomposed onto the following two equations: 

1v + Ap + 
eAf.L. 4 (a *a>.p)S Vf.L (a ), (2.25) 

(a 1/ a rp ) sAp Vf.L (a+) = 0 0 ( 2 • 2 6) 

Equation (2.26) is a consistency condition which we will 
call condition for reality. 

If one produces the analogous calculations for a ;v(x) 
one obtains the same expre~sion for eq. (2.26), while the 
R.H.S. of (2.25) has the opposite sign. So that one can 
compactly write 

eA ""+.!...(av*a±, )S>.p (a±) 
f.L - 4 1\p 1/f.L 0 

(2.27) 

So that having in mind that A f.L (x) is equal for both 1/J + 
and 1/J _a consistency condition equating the R. H. S. of (2. 27) 
a~ears. Now, it is evident why a;v should not be equal to 
a f.LV o 
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3. A CONVENIENT PARAMETRIZATION. REALITY AND CURRENT 
CONSERVATION. TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES 

In order to obtain explicit formulae, it is necessary 
to introduce a concrete parametrization. Using the tensors 

w±JLV as parameters of the Lorentz group we can write the 
matrix of eq. _(2. 7) in the form 

va~<w!v(x))= ~ L±JLV (x)[(gJLV -2iaJLV )P±la~· ( 3. 1) 

where 

± + 1 ± ± + 
L JLV (x) .. gJL11 a - (x)- "2 wJLV (x); ± i * wJLV (x)=w P,v (x), (3.2) 

+ 2 1 ± +JLV 
a - (x) + - w " v (x) w- (x) = 1 . 

16 ,.. (3.3) 

+ 
In what follows we make a wide use of the matrices L/IV(x). 

So it is necessary to give some of their proferties, that 
follow from (3.3) and the self duality of w-JL11(x). 
We have+ 

A. L-JLV(~ are complex orthogonal matrices, i.e., 
± ±Av A 

LJLVL ,..lJJL (3.4) 

This follows immediately from the fact that a self-or anti
selfdual tensor is proportional to an orthogonal matrix. 
Then eq. (3.3) does the rest of the job. 

L + . - + B. _ JLV commutes w~th _!.. JLV , as well as LJLv commutes 
with L+JLv and L JLV with LP,v. This follows from the 
fact that the product of a selfdual and antiselfdual is a 
symmetric tensor. 

C. As a corollary to properties A and B we have the fol
lowing statement. The matrix defined by 

v + -Av · 
A JL = ·L JLA L ( 3. 5) 

belongs to the vector representation of the Lorentz group. 
It is evident that all elements of the proper Lorentz group 
can be represented in that way and vice versa. 

Now we can calculate the structure functions S JLVAp in 
terms of the parameters wJLv • We consider in what follows • 
the case w +JL~ only, since for w -JLV the considerations are 

I ~ 

I ~ 

analogous. So that if we express w ;v in terms of L +JLV 
through eq. (3.12) and substitute into (2.25) and (2.26), 
we obtain 

+ +Av 
e A JL =- lm [ L JLV a A L ]. ( 3. 6) 

L+ a L+Av -L+ a -L+Av -0 
JLV A + JLV A • (3.7) 

+ -+ 
Now we can use the fact that L JLv and L JLV commute to 
write eq. (3.7) in the form 

A + - + VJL A - + + VJL 
(a LA

11
)L +(a L Av)L .. 0. (3.8) 

If we substitute eq. (3.1) into (2.7) and use the current 
definition we obtain 

.+ - + - +vA - A -
JJL=r/J+yJlr/J+• LJL11L uyAP+u =AJL uyAP+u. 

Therefore the current conservation will read 

(aJLLJLv>"L wA + L+Jlvall[. wA ,..Q. 

One can now use the identity 

L+ all[. +VA,..(af!L+ )L+vA 
JLV Jl V 

(3. 9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

to see that the current conservation coincides with the 
reality condition (3.8). To consider the Lorentz transfor
mation properties we write the transformation law for the 
matrices L +JLV which is linear 

L~:(x)=L~~)L+~ (x'), (3.12) 

where L ;A(~) is defined analogously to (3.2) 

L+ ( ) 1 + . + "* 
JLV ~ "'gJLVp- 2 ~ JLV ' ~ JLV ,. ~ JLV + l ~JLV • (3.13) 

2 1 1). 1). JLV 1 
p + 16~-'JLVI-' "' ' 

A +Ap - + 
xp= xAA vCM-xAL (~) L PJL~). ( 3. 14) 

and ~Jlv is the parameter of the Lorentz transformation. 
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• We must prove now that the R.H.S. of (3.6) is a Lorentz 
vector. For the purpose we conEider the quantity a~Ltv . 
Having in mind that L~v and L~v are mutually commuting 
we have 

( # L +~v )(x))' = ~ L +~; (x),. L +vA (f3)(a ~ L +pA) (x '). (3. 15) 

Substituting eq. (3.15) into the R.H.S. of eq. (3.6) we 
see that it transforms as a vector field. 

4. FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THE REALITY CONDITION 

For our purpose the form (3.8) of the reality condition 
is most convenient. It is obvious that the two terms of 
this equation are complex conjugate one to another. There
fore, we can write it in the form 

(aAL ~v )[.+v~ =if+~ (x), 
(4.1) 

where f+~ are four real functions. Having in mind the 
transformation laws (3.12) and (3.15) as well as orthogo
nality of the matrices Ltv , we see that the L.H.S. of 
(4.1) despite of its vector index is in fact a set of four 
scalars. The functions r+~ determine the arbitrariness 
of the problem. The fact that they are scalars implies that 
there exist stringent conditions on their choice. It is 
most probable that they should be constants. In what follows 
we confine ourselves to that case. So we have the conditions 

a~L+ (x)aiL+ (x)f+~ 
~v v~ (4. 2) 

This is a system of linear differential equations and it 
can be explicitly resolved. However, we first rewrite it 
in a more transparent form. For the purpose we introduce 
the quanti ties h +, g + and F :v by means of the formulae 

a+~;[(1+i)h+-(1-i)g+], (4.3) 

w+ ,..L[(1+i)F+ -(1-i)*F+ ]. 
~v 2 ~v ~v (4. 4) 
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If we now separate the real and immaginary parts of eqs. 
(4.2) we will obtain the following system of equation• 

+~ F + - 2 - + 
V ~v- Vv h • (4.5) 

V-~ * F ~i:, = 2V+v g + , (4.6) 

where 

v±~ u a~± r +~ (4. 7) 

Equations (4.5) and (4.6) look quite alike the Maxwell 
equations in the presence of electric and magnetic currents, 
except for the fact that instead of the usual derivatives 
we have the differential operators (4.7). And it is imme
diate to try to introduce as usually a system of vector 
potentials g+~ and IY~ . So we write F ~: in the form 

+ - + * + + 
F ~v =V[ ~ B v] + (V [ ~ D v] ) , (4. 8) 

where the star denotes as usually the dual tensor. As is 
well known the form (4.8) is invariant under the following 
two kinds of gauge transformations. First these are the 
"ordinary" gauge transformations 

o+-+ o+ v+ _z-+ 
~ ~ + ~ '+' • (4.9) 

B+ + - + 
~-+B~ +V~ ¢ (4.10) 

And then we have gauge transformations of the kind 

B;-+ B; + Bri;~ , (4.11) 

o+ -+ o+ +D+ 
~ ~ 0;~. (4.12) 

where + o+ 
B O;~ and O;~ satisfy the equation 

v[-~ B;v] + *(V[~ D ~; v] ) =0. (4. 13) 

~ Remark. The system (4.2) can be written exactly in 
the same form (4.5)-(4.6) in the case, when r+~ are 
functions of the coordinates 
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So that we have even more arbitrariness in the determina
tion of Bt and Dt from eq. (4.5) and (4.6). So that 
there exists a problem whether eq. (3.3) and the condition 

following from (2.27) are compatible with the linear diffe
rential system of equations (4.5) and (4.6) with the ansatz 
(4.8). We do not consider this problem here, although, it 
is necessary to mention that there exists a quite simple 
choice for B t and D ~ (being constant vectors multiplied 
by exp(Q.x), where Q2-f2) that satisfy all the conditions 
of the problem. We do not write here explicitly this example 
since it appeared that in this case the electromagnetic 
vector potential turned out to be a pure gauge. Neverthe
less, it means that eq. (4.2) is compatible with the non
linear conditions, and one might hope that there exist non
trivial solutions also. 

Now having in mind eqs. (3.6) and (4.2) we find for the 
explicit form 

eA =-L+ [.+VAf+--A Af+ 
p. p.v A • p. A 

And therefore we have also (see (3.10)) 

aP A 
11 

= o. 

A11 A =f
2

. 
J1 

So that the Maxwell equation reads 

oA
11

=jp. . 

(4. 14) 

(4. 15) 

(4. 16) 

(4.17) 

On the other hand having in mind the explicit form (3.9) 
for the current, we see that it is quite similar to A 11 
although not necessarily equal . So that one can think of 
a situation, where the electromagnetic potential Ap. is pro
portional to the current jp. (this condition will obviously 
imply one more relation between the matrices L~,_, and L~,_,) 

j
11

-aA
11

. (4.18) 

And therefore eq. (4.17) will then read 

( o- a ) A 11 - 0. (4. 19) 

If we choose a--m 2 we obtain finally an effective massive 
vector field. 
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So we see that, in principle, in that particular case 
(f +P.(x)=f +p.= const) starting from a nonlinear system of 
equations for interacting massless spinor and massless vec
tor fields we are able to obtain finally a transverse mas
sive free vector field that satisfies in addition the non
linear boundary condition (4.2). 

The authors are grateful to Prof. I.T.Todorov for use
full discussions and stimulating interest. 
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